I. Introduction
This report tries to support the fact that the native Java language has a lot of flaws, providing holes for possible attacks through fraudulent activities. Java exposures in the past years, have affected the stability of the internet. This is the cause of security awareness being created by security organizations about the current menace that has bedevilled the internet to the users. Computer Security is an area that must be taken seriously so as to achieve high level of security despite the fact that the internet cannot be 100% secured .This is because, as new security holes are frequently discovered and patched, the attackers are relentless in their efforts to discover new means of gaining access to illegal information.
II. Aims And Objectives
The aims and objectives of this review are as follows: a To understand the concept of software vulnerabilities. b To get information from secondary sources about Java vulnerabilities and how they affect the internet and to get professional solutions to some of the vulnerabilities from relevant authorities. c At the end of this report, the concept of software vulnerability should be well understood. Some categories of Java flaws that affect the internet must have been well explained. d The review promises to proffer solutions to some java flaws and they will serve as reference points to the relevant professionals so as to guard against bad coding practices.
III. Literature Review
The term vulnerable is an adjective that means "exposed to being attacked or harmed" [1] while vulnerability is a noun form of the word vulnerable. Internet attacks have evolved over the years and this has raised serious concern about Internet Security. The main objectives of the attackers are to attack either vulnerable web servers or applications hosted by the web servers [2] . Moreover, a research conducted by Kuzma [3] shows that the use of digital libraries have witness great growth but the technical aspect of the service such as the protection of data, keeping the personal computers secure from malware has become a problem . This is because, most of the workers are not aware of security issues that can adversely affect their systems. In some cases, they workers may be careless about sensitive information.
Furthermore, the attackers have also shifted their attack focus towards the data of the end user because attackers know that, end users don"t have much knowledge about system security. The theft of data that are personal such as contact address, credit card numbers and other social numbers that are meant for security could be used for impersonation [2] .
Several security flaws in Java have been discovered over the years despite the fact that Java has gained wide acceptance in the use of internet. One of the most recognised organizations that are concerned with the issue of software security awareness for users and professionals is the Open Web Application Security Project (OWASP). OWASP is a non-profit organization that helps people to make professional decision about software security risk. OWASP"s Java Project has categorised security into so many subsections such as Session Management, Xpath Injection Java, Protection of Binaries, Miscellaneous Attacks, Input Validation, Error Handling and Logging, Cross-origin resource sharing, Content Security Policy and Authentication (https://www.owasp.org/index.php).
IV. The Native Java Flaws And Solutions
This section tries to explain various types of Java flaws that exist and possible solutions to such flaws as proffered by relevant authorities. Most of the native vulnerabilities have been discussed by Open Web Application security Project (OWASP) Java project and other related organizations and this discussion is based on that.
Authentication
OWASP Java Project conducted by Prunet [4] showed in a project titled "Hashing java", that the Java applications we use on the internet mostly use login/password and they are stored as clear text in the database. This makes password vulnerable to injection attacks. However, a solution to this problem was proffered with practical demonstration of what supposed to be done. Prunet, showed three steps using Java codes that could prevent authentication problem (check Appendix A: Hashing Java).
The first was to use one way encryption functions such as SHA-256, SHA-1 or MD5 that is good. According Prunet, an acceptable cryptographic function must produce a unique fingerprint (message digest) for every unique input.
Secondly, Prunet implemented an additional security code to the encryption by using what he called "salt" which is a randomly selected and fixed length number that was to be stored as plain text next to the password that has been hashed. The project also recommended that the iteration should be done n times as this could delay access time This may not affect the user much but affects an attacker since an attacker could spend long time trying to inject the system.
Input Validation
Java"s HttpServletRequest was vulnerable [5] . An OWAP"s release of Williams"s project showed that it was possible to use getHeader, getCookie, getParameter methods to get information directly from user"s web browsers due to HttpServletRequest vulnerability. Williams saw the need to build a class that is meant for validation into HttpServletRequest Object so that it becomes compulsory for a software developer to use this class during validation (check appendix B: How to Add Validation Logic to HttpServletRequest).
The project used HttpServletRequestWrapper together with JavaEE filter to control request. The newly developed class could override the HttpSevletRequest flaw by replacing them with series of calls that are meant for validation before anything could be returned. The customised method developed was called "validate". It could be called by validatingHttpRequest to throw exceptions that are related to validation if something is abnormal. Input was encoded before it was sent back to the application.
Furthermore, for any application developer to use the classes developed, it was recommended that the classes should be included in the class path of the application. This is to make all requests pass via the filter so that the throwing of exceptions and validation could be handed accurately.
Session Management
For security reasons, some variable called sessions are used to store information about a particular user. It is the host server that provides this storage. The part that is stored in a browser is called cookie. This is a unique way of identifying a user [6] . According to Nixon, moving from a web page to another web page can be tracked using session. Session can also be used to control the number of time a user is allowed to try logging with a wrong password, after which the system logs off the user for security reason. This is important but could be dangerous in Java if it is not implemented in the right way.
Righetto [7] in an OWASP"s Java Project titled "logout", made it clear that session logout has the main function of terminating communication link between the browser and the web server.
Moreover, Righetto implemented two steps that could be used for a "global clean state". This prevents an intruder from using such identity. The implementation was done using java codes (appendix C: Logout) in two steps: a Tell the host server that the session is no longer in use.
b Destroy all cookies sent by the host server to the browser that was used to track users.
Miscellaneous Attacks
In an OWASP Java Project carried out by Bergman [8] titled "Command Injection in Java", Bergman made us to understand that there is a vulnerability in java when a developer tries to use system specific commands such as calling ls or dir from the shell. A developer was encouraged to use list function and a class in Java called Java File. The research further affirmed that developers should get used to java application programming interfaces instead of calling shell through the use of Runtime.exec file.
Bergman confirmed the proposition he made by developing two set of codes (appendix D: Command Injection in Java).The first set showed that, it was not possible to inject more commands if a particular user does not have full power over the arguments even though the user is allowed to take charge of the arguments that are supplied to the find command of windows. The second set of codes showed that it was possible for an attacker to have access to the system by using injection. This means, it was possible to carry our non-executable command with the help of user input through shell invoking.
4.5
Protecting Binaries For a Java source code developed by a software developer to work in a different machine, it must be converted to a platform independent code called bytecode. Sometimes an application could be a very confidential type and the developer may not want reverse engineering of the bytecode. That is, converting the bytecode back to the source code. There exist a lot of tools on the internet that can decompile the bytecode thereby making the confidential application vulnerable [9] .
Parrent, in an OWASP Java Project saw that a lot of tools that an attacker can use such as JAD, Jode and jReversePro exist. These tools were used by attackers to get JavaDoc and comments from a bytecode, or get source codes from the bytecode or get parameters and variable from the bytecode. It was a serious problem to confidential bytecode.
However, Parrend created awareness on various ways that could be used to prevent Java bytecode from being reversed. The research focus was further narrowed to a preventive method called obfuscation with a practical demonstration (appendix E: Bytecode Obfuscation). Obfuscation was achieved through variable renaming. The researcher also named various tools that could be used for obfuscation. Some of the tools mentioned were klassMaster, Proguard, Jarg, Javaguard and CafeBabe. The result is that, reverse engineering of confidential bytecode becomes very difficult.
4.6
Xpath Injection of Java Based on recent research carried out on Xpath Injection [10] showed that it was possible to inject an application that used xml and JavaEE6 Servlet using Xpath Language. This could change the normal behaviour of a program so that, more information than expected could be retrieved from an xml data store or to retrieve different data from the expected.
Furthermore, the application could construct Xpath query that could select from stored data that was for employees. XML was used to store information about users. Two expressions for the selection of an employee"s data were written and a JavaEE6 Servlet code that was meant for selection was also written.
Due to the application"s vulnerability, the first expression assumed to be user input brought out information about all users in the employees" store. The second expression was able to get information from the employees" store by guessing. These were serious flaws.
However, Righetto was able to write two set of codes that could effectively handle the flaws. The first set of codes was able to check utility method and the second set of codes was able to handle utility use. Malicious Characters such as (, ), =, ", [, ], :, ,, *, /, and white space that could cause problem to the application during input were effectively rejected by the codes that were written by Righetto (appendix F).
V. Conclusion
With the clear, logical, rational and cutting edge research presented by renowned and relevant organizations such as the Open Web Security Application Project (OWASP), Network Security and Library Hi Tech in the area of system security, one could easily agree with the proposition that the native Java Programming Language has presented a lot of flaws in recent years that threaten the security of the internet. However, the great efforts of OWASP and other related organizations towards securing the internet will transcend many centuries. OWASP"s offers of free awareness, free literary materials and free solutions to contemporary security problems are highly recognised. Software developers and other related professionals are advised to take advantage of the sample codes provided as appendixes which serve as guide during software development.
This report wishes to finally say this with great optimism that, though the malicious attackers keep advancing in their attacks of the internet, the forces of counter attacks shall be greater with great collaborations amongst security professionals and relevant organizations and the internet security of the future shall make web applications impenetrable to the malicious users. The code below allows a user to control the arguments to the Window's find command. While the user does have full control over the arguments, it is not possible to inject additional commands. For example, inputting "test & del file" will not cause the del command to execute, since Runtime.exec tokenizes the command string and then invokes the find command using the parameters "test", "&", "del", and "file." import java.io.*; The code below invokes the system shell in order to execute a non-executable command using user input as parameters. Non-executable Window's commands such as dir and copy are part of the command interpreter and therefore cannot be directly invoked by Runtime.exec. In this case, command injection is possible and an attacker could chain multiple commands together. For example, inputting ". & echo hello" will cause the dir command to list the contents of the current directory and the echo command to print a friendly message. import java.io.*; 
APPENDIX E: BYTECODE OBFUSCATION USING PROGUARD
The following section provides a short tutorial for using Proguard. First, download the code under following urland unzip it. For this tutorial, we use the fr.inria.ares.sfelixutils-0.1.jar package. Go to the main directory of Proguard. For lauching it, you can use following script with given parameters : java -jar lib/proguard.jar @config-genericFrame.pro config-genericFrame.pro is the option file (do not forget to adapt the libraryjars parameter to your own system) : -obfuscationdictionary ./examples/dictionaries/compact.txt -libraryjars /usr/java/j2sdk1.4.2_10/jre/lib/rt.jar -injars fr.inria.ares.sfelixutils-0.1.jar -outjar fr.inria.ares.sfelixutils-0.1-obs.jar -dontshrink -dontoptimize -keep public class proguard.ProGuard { public static void main(java.lang.String[]); }
